The magnetic properties of a compound can be determined from its electron configuration and the size of its atoms. Because magnetism is generated by electronic spin, the number of unpaired electrons in a specific compound indicates how magnetic the compound is. In this section, the magnetism of the d-block elements (or transition metals) are evaluated. These compounds tend to have a large number of unpaired electrons.

### Introduction

An interesting characteristic of transition metals is their ability to form magnets. Metal complexes that have unpaired electrons are magnetic. Since the last electrons reside in the d orbitals, this magnetism must be due to having unpaired d electrons. The spin of a single electron is denoted by the quantum number \(m_s\) as +\(1/2\) or −\(1/2\). This spin is negated when the electron is paired with another, but creates a weak magnetic field when the electron is unpaired. More unpaired electrons increase the paramagnetic effects. The electron configuration of a transition metal (d-block) changes in a coordination compound; this is due to the repulsive forces between electrons in the ligands and electrons in the compound. Depending on the strength of the ligand, the compound may be paramagnetic or diamagnetic.

### Bulk Magnetism: Ferromagnetism

Ferromagnetism is the basic mechanism by which certain materials (such as iron) form permanent magnets. This means the compound shows permanent magnetic properties rather than exhibiting them only in the presence of a magnetic field (Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\)). In a ferromagnetic element, electrons of atoms are grouped into domains in which each domain has the same charge. In the presence of a magnetic field, these domains line up so that charges are parallel throughout the entire compound. Whether a compound can be ferromagnetic or not depends on its number of unpaired electrons and on its atomic size.

Ferromagnetism, the permanent magnetism associated with nickel, cobalt, and iron, is a common occurrence in everyday life. Examples of the knowledge and application of ferromagnetism include Aristotle's discussion in 625 BC, the use of the compass in 1187, and the modern-day refrigerator. Einstein declared that electricity and magnetism are inextricably linked in his theory of special relativity.

### Magnetic Moments of Molecules and Ions

Experimental evidence of magnetic measurements supports the theory of high- and low-spin complexes. Remember
that molecules such as O\textsubscript{2} that contain unpaired electrons are paramagnetic. Paramagnetic substances are attracted to magnetic fields. Many transition metal complexes have unpaired electrons and hence are paramagnetic. Molecules such as N\textsubscript{2} and ions such as Na\textsuperscript{+} and [Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{4–} that contain no unpaired electrons are diamagnetic. Diamagnetic substances have a slight tendency to be repelled by magnetic fields.

When an electron in an atom or ion is unpaired, the magnetic moment due to its spin makes the entire atom or ion paramagnetic. The size of the magnetic moment of a system containing unpaired electrons is related directly to the number of such electrons: the greater the number of unpaired electrons, the larger the magnetic moment. Therefore, the observed magnetic moment is used to determine the number of unpaired electrons present. The measured magnetic moment of low-spin \textit{d}\textsuperscript{6} [Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{4–} confirms that iron is diamagnetic, whereas high-spin \textit{d}\textsuperscript{6} [Fe(H\textsubscript{2}O)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{2+} has four unpaired electrons with a magnetic moment that confirms this arrangement.

\textbf{Hunds' Rule} states that electrons fill all available orbitals with single electrons before pairing up, while maintaining parallel spins (paired electrons have opposing spins). For a set of five degenerate d-orbitals in an uncomplexed metal atom, electrons fill all orbitals before pairing to conserve pairing energy. With the addition of ligands, the situation is more complicated. The splitting energy between the d-orbitals increases the energy required to place single electrons into the higher-energy orbitals. Once the lower-energy orbitals have been half-filled (one electron per orbital), an electron can either be placed in a higher-energy orbital or paired with an electron in a lower-energy orbital. The strength of the ligands determine which option is chosen. If the splitting energy is greater than the pairing energy, the electrons will pair up; if the pairing energy is greater, unpaired electrons will occupy higher energy orbitals. In other words, with a strong-field ligand, low-spin complexes are usually formed; with a weak-field ligand, a high-spin complex is formed.

Low-spin complexes contain more paired electrons because the splitting energy is larger than the pairing energy. These complexes, such as [Fe(CN)\textsubscript{6}]\textsuperscript{3–}, are more often diamagnetic or weakly paramagnetic. Likewise, high-spin complexes usually contain more unpaired electrons because the pairing energy is larger than the splitting energy. With more unpaired electrons, high-spin complexes are often paramagnetic. The unpaired electrons in paramagnetic compounds create tiny magnetic fields, similar to the domains in ferromagnetic materials. The strength of the paramagnetism of a coordination complex increases with the number of unpaired electrons; a higher-spin complex is more paramagnetic. The occurrence and relative strength of paramagnetism can be predicted by determining whether the compound is coordinated to a weak field ligand or a strong field ligand.

Example \(\PageIndex{1}\)

Which ligand generates a stronger magnetic complex ion when bound to \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\): EDTA or \(\text{CN}^-\)?

\textbf{Solution}

\begin{itemize}
  \item [1. \[\text{Fe(edta)}\text{\textsuperscript{3–}}\]]
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Fe has 6 valence e.
      \item edta is a weaker ligand than CN
      \item that means splitting E is smaller
      \item there are 6 binding sites:
      \item Octahedral
    \end{itemize}
  \item [2. \[\text{Fe(CN)}\text{\textsubscript{6}}\text{\textsuperscript{3–}}\]]
    \begin{itemize}
      \item Fe has 5 valence e.
      \item CN is a stronger ligand
      \item that means splitting E is larger
      \item there are 6 binding sites:
      \item Octahedral
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Since $\text{[Fe(EDTA)_3^{-2}]}$ has more unpaired electrons than $\text{[FeCN_6^{-3}]}$, it is more paramagnetic.

Example $\PageIndex{2}$

$\text{[ZnI_4]}$ have eight valence electrons. If it is found to be diamagnetic, then does it occupy a tetrahedral or square plan geometry?

Solution

The splitting pattern for the two geometries differ and hence the electron configuration from adding the eight electrons also differ.

The tetrahedral geometry has two unpaired electrons and the square planer geometry has zero. Since $\text{[ZnI_4]}$ is diamagnetic, it must have a square planar geometry.

Exercise $\PageIndex{1}$

For each of the following coordination complexes, identify if it is paramagnetic or diamagnetic?

a. octahedral, low spin, $\text{d}^4$

b. octahedral, low spin, $\text{d}^6$

c. tetrahedral, low spin, $\text{d}^4$

d. square planar, low spin, $\text{d}^8$

Measuring the Strength of Magnetism

The Gouy balance is used to measure paramagnetism by suspending the complex in question against an equivalent weight with access to a magnetic field. In principle, a magnetic measurement can be done very simply. All it takes is a balance and a magnetic field. We all know how a balance works. In a simple model from an earlier time, we place the sample in one pan. The balance tips over. We find the appropriate weight - a little piece of carefully prepared metal, certified by some bureau of standards. The balance balances. The masses in the two pans must be equal.

Figure $\PageIndex{2}$: A typical mass balance used to measure mass by comparing to a known mass.
With a Gouy balance, the same idea applies, but we throw in a magnetic field, too. Even when it should be balanced, the balance tips, because of an attraction to the magnetic field. We need to find another weight that will get the balance even again. The weight needed to balance the scale is proportional to the attraction of the material to the magnetic field.

Figure \(\PageIndex{3}\): A Gouy balance measure the strength of a magnet by comparing to the gravitational force of a known mass.

If the compound is paramagnetic, it will be pulled visibly towards the electromagnet, which is the distance proportional to the magnitude of the compound's paramagnetism. If the compound, however, is diamagnetic, it will not be pulled towards the electromagnet, instead, it might even slightly be repelled by it. This will be proven by the decreased weight or the no change in weight. The change in weight directly corresponds to the amount of unpaired electrons in the compound.
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